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ABSTRACT 

An important aspect in developing superconducting generator (SCG) concerns stability following 

a major system disturbance. This paper presents a method for enhancing stability of a SCG 

connected to an infinite-bus system using one of FACTS devices. In this method, a static VAR 

compensator (SVC)-based stabilizer is designed in coordination with a governor controller (GC) to 

effectively damp the mechanical oscillations which arise in the system when subjected to a 

disturbance. A time response-based objective function is defined and the design problem of SVC-

based stabilizer and GC is formulated into an optimization problem. Particle swarm optimization 

(PSO) technique is employed to find out an optimal set of parameters for SVC-based stabilizer and 

GC. Simulation results, damping torque analysis, and small signal analysis show that the proposed 

PSO-based control scheme provides more damping to the SCG, and enhances its stability over a 

range of operating conditions. 

 

وخ غررن سعرخاشسس ردورذ قرالت يارذ   رزس سوب رر قشيارت . ورتسلآ ىيعخبرش سعرخاشسس سولدورذ قرالت سوخدأررا ضررشس  رش سيا قره ح رديش  رز 

قه  زى سوذسسعت يخم حصرلرم رردسصم رسعرظ   ر  . سوخدأرا رخصا بوظا  قدى لاههاله باعخخذس  ضحذ هظم هاا سوخراس سولخشدد سولشهت

حوشأ قه سووظا   ورذرا يخعرشض   روك لإخلاد سوزبزباث سولركاهركرت سوخه, رعدض عاكن و اذسة غرش سوكعاوت باوخوغرت رع  ابط سو اكم

 ررن مرم حرم أرراغت رشرك ت حصرلرم سولردسصم سولاخرش  ررع , حم حعشيف دسورت  رذف ربوررت   ر  س دسز سوضروره. وظشف  اسض بكعاورت

ح رراك  ضعرر در ضعررشسر سو ررردس قرره سودأررد   ورر  ) واررذ حررم سعررخخذس  قشياررت ضر  ررت حذي ررت .  ررابط سو رراكم قرره أرردسة رشررك ت ضر  ررت

حد ر  هخررالل سول اكرراة  ح  رررا  ررض  سوخخلرررذ  سوارررم سوللرررضة ضم . ذيررذ ضق ررا رةلد ررت وارررم مدسبررج سولرردسصم  سو ررابط وخ ( ض رذسقها

سولدسصم سولاخش    سولصلم باوخوغرت ررع  رابط سو راكم يرسدى  ور  ح غرن ر  ردا قره ضدسز  سعرخاشسس سووظرا  سولرذس ط   ر  ررذى 

  . سعع رن ضحدس  سوخشغرا
Keywords: Superconducting generator, Transient stability, FACTS, Particle swarm optimization.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Superconducting generators have several potential 

advantages such as small size, light weight, high 

efficiency and increased steady state stability limit 

[1-2]. The advantages of SCG have drawn more 

interest in industrial countries since 1970's, such as in 

USA, UK and Japan where many R&D projects on 

SCGs have been conducted at utility companies, 

power plant manufacturers and other organization 

toward a 200 MW class pilot-machine [3-7]. 

However, superconducting generators also have 

characteristics that degrade their stability when 

connected to the power system. Moreover, the very 

long field winding time constant and the shielding 

effect of the two rotor screens make the achievement 

of acceptable dynamic performance very difficult 

using excitation control. Governor control hence 

becomes the only technique feasible for stability 

enhancement of the SCG. The availability of electro-

hydraulic governors and fast operation of steam 

valves has now made it possible to obtain very fast 

turbine response.  Research works reported in Ref. 

[8-9] have shown that SCG stability can be improved 

by introducing a phase advance network 

(conventional stabilizer) in the governor feedback 

loop, activated by the speed error signal. The 

conventional stabilizer parameters are fixed to ensure 

optimum performance at a specific operating point. 

However, because of the high nonlinearity of the 

machine/power system combination, the stabilizer‟s 

performance becomes lower when the system 

operating condition moves significantly away from 

the specific point. Therefore, the conventional 

stabilizer should have some degree of robustness to 

be able to stabilize the system over a wide range of 

operating conditions. Many attempts along with 

comprehensive analysis have been made to improve 

matters a) by retuning the conventional stabilizer, b) 

by utilizing adaptive control technique and c) by 

adopting a fuzzy logic stabilizer [10]. In all these 

attempts, stabilizers' parameters were selected using 

genetic algorithm (GA) technique.  

Recently, the flexible AC transmission systems 

(FACTS) have been introduced, in which various 
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power electronics-based controllers are used to 

maximize the utilization of transmission assets 

efficiently and reliably [11-12]. In addition, FACTS 

devices regulate power flow and, through rapid 

control actions, can mitigate low frequency 

oscillations and enhance power system stability [13-

14]. A literature survey on the work done on the 

application of FACTS devices along with the 

excitation control to enhance damping of 

conventional generator oscillations is given in the 

introduction of Ref. [14].  

Early investigation on the dynamic performance of a 

SCG when equipped with a static VAR compensator 

at its terminal was reported in Ref. [15]. In that study, 

the stabilizing signal was not optimized. Moreover, 

the governor role in damping the machine oscillation 

was not considered.  However, no or little efforts 

have been made towards stability enhancement of 

SCG using coordinated governor controller and 

FACTS device-based stabilizer. In this paper, 

enhancement of SCG stability using coordinated 

design of a static VAR compensator (SVC)-based 

stabilizer and a governor controller (GC) is studied. 

The optimal parameters of SVC-based stabilizer and 

GC are sought by utilizing the PSO technique [16]. 

Non-linear simulation and small signal analysis are 

carried out to investigate the effectiveness of the 

proposed scheme. 

2. System Description 

The system considered in this study is a SCG 

connected to an infinite bus power system as shown 

in Fig. 1. The SCG has superconducting field 

windings in the rotor, surrounded by two separate 

screens. The inner screen, which has a relatively long 

time constant, shields the superconducting field 

windings from external, time varying magnetic 

fields. The outer screen serves as a damper and has a 

substantially shorter time constant than that of the 

inner screen [17]. The SCG is driven by a three-stage 

steam turbine with reheat between the high pressure 

and intermediate pressure stages. The turbine is 

controlled by fast acting electro-hydraulic governors 

fitted to the main and interceptor valves, which are 

working in unison. The system is equipped with a 

governor controller and a SVC at the terminal of the 

SCG. The exciter voltage, Ue , of the SCG is kept 

constant during transients.  

3. Mathematical Model 

The mathematical models for SCG, turbine and 

governor are shown below, while the parameter 

values and physical constraints are given in 

Appendix A. 

3.1. Superconducting generator model 

Based on Park‟s d-q axis representation, seven non-

linear differential equations are used to represent the 

mathematical model of the SCG‟s electric circuits. 

These equations along with the mechanical equations 

of motion give the flux linkage model of the SCG [9] 

as follows:  

 qqaddod RiVp  ][       (1) 

 ddaqqoq RiVp  ][       (2) 

111 DDoD Rip                                      (3) 

111 QQoQ Rip  
                                    (4) 
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                                  (6) 
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Where, 

P     :  derivative operator 

    :  flux linkage  

o   :  synchronous speed (rad/s) 

   :  rotor speed deviation from o  

  :  rotor angle with respect to infinite bus 

H    :  inertia constant  

Tm    :  mechanical torque 
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Fig.1 SCG system under study with SVC
 

Fig. 1 SCG system under study with SVC 
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3.2. Turbine and governor model 

The mathematical model of the turbine and governor 

system is represented by six non-linear differential 

equations [18] as follows:   

HPHPoMHP YPGpY /)( 
                 (11) 

 RHRHHPRH YYpY /)( 
                   (12) 

IPIPRHIIP YYGpY /)( 
                   (13) 

LPLPIPLP YYpY /)( 
                        (14) 

GMMgM GUpG /)(                       (15) 

GIIgI GUpG /)(                            (16) 

The output mechanical torque is given as: 

LPLPIPIPHPHPm YFYFYFT 
         (17) 

where: 

Po          :  boiler steam pressure 

Y            :  output of a turbine or reheat stage 

            :  time constant of stage  

GM , GI   :  main and interceptor valve positions 

FHP, FIP, FLP: fractional contributions of turbine 

stages into Tm  

Ug           :  governor actuating signal 

The main and interceptor valves are conventionally 

actuated by a normalized speed error signal 

incorporating a droop, typically 4%. Constraints are 

imposed on valve positions and rates of movement. 

The rate constraint is based on complete opening or 

closing time for the valves of 150 ms. The rate limits 

correspond to the fastest valve operation reportedly 

available in literature [18]. 

4. THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

4.1. Control objective  

The control objective is to generate two stabilizing 

signals using the speed error signal. The first control 

signal is produced via a conventional controller and 

then introduced into the governor loop of the SCG 

system as shown in Fig. 2. The control signal, u, 

generated by the conventional controller is given as: 

      .
)1(

)1(
.

2

1

sT

sT
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                                   (18) 

where ω is the speed error signal, Gs , T1 and T2 are 

the controller parameters, which have to be designed 

properly to achieve a satisfactory performance.  

The second signal is produced via a SVC-based 

conventional lead stabilizer. The two stabilizing 

signals are coordinated to enhance the damping of 

the rotor oscillations after disturbances, and hence to 

improve the transient and dynamic performance of 

the system. 
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   Fig.2 The governor control system
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Fig. 2 The governor control system 

4.2. SVC-based stabilizer 

The block diagram of an SVC with a conventional 

lead stabilizer is shown in Fig. 3. Functionality, the 

SVC is thought of as an adjustable shunt susceptance 

that can be varied with sufficient rapidity. Elaborated 

model for SVC can be seen in Ref. [19]. However, 

the susceptance, B, of the SVC can simply be 

expressed as: 

svcSVCrefsvc TBuBKpB /))((          (19) 

where Ksvc and Tsvc are the gain and time constant of 

the SVC. Bref is the reference susceptance of the SVC 

and uSVC is the stabilizing signal generated by the 

conventional stabilizer installed in the feedback loop 

of the SVC as shown in Fig. 3.  

     .
)1(

)1(
.

4

3
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sT
Ku vSVC




                       (20) 

where Kv , T3 and T4 are the SVC-based stabilizer 

parameters, which need a careful selection to 

enhance the system stability. Both of u and uSVC has 

upper and lower limits, i.e. 

maxmin ) ,( uuuu SVC                             (21) 
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   Fig.3 SVC with lead stabilizer
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Fig. 3 SVC with lead stabilizer 

5. STABILIZER PARAMETERS SELECTION 

USING PSO  

Recently, a heuristic search method called particle 

swarm optimization (PSO) has been introduced [20]. 

PSO is characterized as a simple concept, easy to 

implement, and computationally efficient. These 

features make PSO technique able to accomplish the 

same goal as GA optimization in a new and faster 

way. A number of very recent successful 

applications of PSO on various power system 

problems have been reported in literature [16]. 

The tuning parameters in the proposed approach are 

Gs , T1 and T2 for GC, and Kv , T3 and T4 for SVC-
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based stabilizer. Usually, T2 and T4 are prespecified 

leaving the other four parameters, Gs , T1 , Kv and  T3  

to  be tuned  [14, 21].  Here, the degree of freedom in 

the design problem is increased by letting T2 and T4 

be freely selected as well as the other four tuning 

parameters. This addition is intended to enhance the 

effectiveness of the proposed stabilizer. Therefore, 

we have now six parameters to be optimally chosen. 

This task is achieved using the PSO technique. To do 

so, the following quadratic performance index, J, is 

first defined.  

}][)]([)](.{[ 22

1

2

M

N

k

s GkkkTJ 


  (22) 

where (k)=((k)) denotes the deviations (in 

radians) of the instantaneous rotor angle from its 

steady state value, , and GM(k)=( GM(k)GMo) is 

the deviation of the instantaneous governor valve 

position GM (k) from its value in the steady state, 

GMo. This choice of performance index seeks to 

minimize the mechanical-mode oscillations of the 

SCG system with minimum governor valve 

movements. As is seen, the speed deviation, (k), is 

weighted by the elapsed time kT. Thus, a low value 

of J corresponds to a small settling time, a small 

steady state error, and small overshoots in rotor 

speed, rotor angle and valve position. The 

performance index is minimized subject to the 

following constraints:  

 

max,min, SSS GGG                                   (23) 

max,11min,1 TTT                                      (24) 

max,22min,2 TTT                                    (25) 

max,min, vvv KKK                                (26) 

max,33min,3 TTT                                     (27) 

max,44min,4 TTT                                     (28) 

 

The PSO algorithm iteratively updates the   velocity 

of each particle using its current velocity and its 

distance from "global best position" (gbest) and 

"personal best position" (pbest) according to the 

following equation: 
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where: 

 

i = 1, 2, 3, … , m 

vi
k
  is the  velocity of particle i at iteration k 

xi
k
  is the position of particle i at iteration k 

r1, r2 are uniformly distributed random numbers in 

the range [0-1] 

c1, c2  are positive constants 

w
k
 is the inertia weight at iteration k, decreasing as  

w
k
 = w

k
. 

m is the number of particles in a swarm, and   is a 

decrement constant. 

PSO itself has a number of parameters to be properly 

specified. The main PSO parameters are the initial 

inertia weight, w
0
, and the maximum allowable 

velocity, Vmax. w
0
 is set at 1, and Vmax at 12.5% of the 

search space for each tuning parameters. The swarm 

size is chosen to be 60 particles. Other parameters 

are set as decrement constant =0.98, and c1= c2 =2.  

6. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The author examined a number of alternatives in 

developing the proposed scheme. The performance 

index was evaluated, in all cases, in response to a 

three-phase to ground fault of 120-ms duration with 

the operating point (Pt=0.8 p.u, Qt=0.6 p.u). The first 

attempt was the individual design for the SVC-based 

stabilizer; considering no governor controller, i.e.  

u=0. Then, the optimal set of (Kv , T3, T4) for SVC-

based stabilizer was searched for; considering 

governor controller with Gs=0.1 T1,=0.5s and 

T2=0.01s [8, 22]. Finally, coordinated design for best 

combination of (Gs , T1, T2 ) for GC, and (Kv , T3, T4) 

for SVC-based stabilizer was sought. 

Variation of the performance index J with the 

number of iterations at different seed values is shown 

in Fig. 4. The optimal coordinated values selected by 

PSO for (Gs , T1, T2 ) and (Kv , T3, T4)  are (0.065, 1, 

0.01) and (1.142, 0.183, 0.063) respectively. 

Performance of the SCG system with the proposed 

control scheme following a 3-phase short circuit 

fault, at [(Pt, Qt) = (0.8, 0.6), (0.9, 0), (0.7, -0.2) p.u] 

is shown in Figs. 5 to 7. Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the 

system response to a temporary (100-ms long) 10% 

step increase in the governor set point at the previous 

loading conditions. 

The results show that the proposed control scheme 

results in a significant improvement in the SCG 

transient performance and a considerable reduction 

in the rotor oscillations with acceptable valve 

movements. 

 

Fig. 4 Convergence of performance index with iterations
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Fig. 4 Convergence of performance index with 

iterations at different seed values 
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Fig. 5 Response to a 3-phase SC  

at Pt=0.8 pu, Qt=0.6 pu 
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Fig. 6 Response to a 3-phase SC  

at Pt=0.9 pu, Qt=0 pu 
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Fig. 7 Response to a 3-phase SC  

at Pt=0.7 pu, Qt=-0.2 pu 
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Fig. 8 Response to a 10% pulse in Ugr  
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Fig. 10 Response to a 10% pulse in Ugr  
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7. DAMPING AND SYNCHRONIZING 

TORQUES ANALYSIS 

The object of this section is to investigate the effects 

of the proposed control scheme and other schemes 

on the SCG dynamic performance using the concept 

of damping and synchronizing torques, which was 

initially introduced by Demello and Concordia [23]. 

This concept indicates that, at any given frequency of 

rotor oscillations, there exists oscillatory electrical 

torque acting on the rotor which has the same 

frequency and whose amplitude is proportional to the 

amplitude of the oscillations. The change in this 

torque Te can be divided into two components: one 

is in time phase with, and proportional to the rotor 

angle deviation . This is called the “synchronizing 

torque”. The other, which is in time phase with and 

proportional to the rotor speed deviation  is called 

the “damping torque”. Therefore, the change in 

electrical torque can be written as follows: 

        dse KKT                           (30) 

where Ks and Kd are the synchronizing and damping 

coefficients respectively. It is now well recognized 

that machine stability is highly degraded if there is 

lack of either or both of synchronizing and damping 

torques. The values of Ks and Kd are determined from 

the time responses of electrical torque, rotor angle 

and rotor speed, using the technique explained in 

Ref. [24-25]. In that technique, the error between the 
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actual torque deviation and that obtained by 

summing the damping and synchronizing torque 

components is defined as: 

)]()([)()( tKtKtTtE dse       (31) 

The error squares can be summed over the 

simulation time period. Minimizing this summation 

with respect to Ks and Kd yields the following 

dependent algebraic equations: 

 
n

d

n

s

n

e KKT 
2

)(  (32)   

 
n

s

n

d

n

e KKT 
2

    (33) 

Solving the equations (32) and (33) gives the values 

of Ks and Kd, where n is the discrete-simulation time. 

A summarized comparison of the proposed scheme 

and other schemes (viz. SVC with GC [22], and GC 

[22] only) is shown in Table 1.  

 

Table 1, Comparison of the proposed scheme and 

other schemes 
(Pt, Qt) p.u (0.8, 0.6) (0.7, -0.2) 

 J Kd ks Kd ks 

Coordinated 

SVC with GC 

 

130.2 

 

0.231 

 

1.941 

 

0.212 

 

1.184 

SVC with GC 

[22]   

138.4 0.166 1.836 0.142 1.11 

GC [22] only 261.7 0.014 2.011 0.016 1.251 

 

From this table, it can be concluded that the 

proposed scheme outperforms the other considered 

schemes at all operating points studied. It provides 

the SCG system with the highest possible degree of 

damping while keeping the synchronizing torque at a 

high level. 

8. SMALL SIGNAL ANALYSIS 

In this section, the dynamic behavior of the SCG 

system with the proposed control scheme is 

investigated using the Eigenvalues technique to get 

another quantitative assessment of the damping 

provided by the SVC-based stabilizer with the GC. 

The non-linear system equations are linearized about 

a quiescent operating point. The linearized model‟s 

equations can be expressed in the state-space form as 

follows: 

]][[]][[]/[ uBxAdtdx                 (34) 

where [ x] is the state vector defined as: 
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The dynamic response of the SCG system can be 

determined from the eigenvalues of the matrix [A]. 

The eigenvalues related to the rotor mode of 

oscillation at two operating points are given in Table 

2. The results show clearly that the rotor oscillation 

without any stabilizer is slightly damped, its 

damping ratio, ξ , being only 0.011 at the first 

operating point. It is also shown that this mechanical 

oscillation becomes well damped when the GC is 

included. The damping ratio in case of the proposed 

scheme is about 2.3 times that with the GC alone. 

This confirms that the coordinated SVC-based 

stabilizer and GC provide more damping to the SCG 

rotor oscillations.  

 

Table 2, Eigenvalues related to rotor mode of 

oscillation 
(Pt, Qt)  (0.8, 0.6) p.u (0.7, -0.2) p.u 

 Eigenvalues  Eigenvalues 

 

Proposed 

SVC with 

GC 

 

-11.88±j24.3 

 

0.439 
 

-12.8±j23.16 

SVC with 

GC [22]   

-10.97±j21.46 0.455 -11.94±j20.35 

GC [22] 

only 

-2.676±j13.74 0.191 -3.526 j11.81 

Without 

stabilizers 

-0.118±j11.02 0.011 -0.216 j9.045 

9. CONCLUSION 

This study described the utilization of one of FACTS 

devices for stability enhancement of superconducting 

generators. An approach was proposed for the design 

of a static VAR compensator-based stabilizer in 

coordination with a governor controller to provide 

more damping to mechanical oscillations of the SCG 

studied. A performance index was defined and the 

PSO technique was used to select the optimal 

parameters of both SVC-based stabilizer and GC. 

Simulation results show the effectiveness of the 

proposed control scheme in damping the rotor 

oscillations, and enhancing the SCG stability over a 

range of operating conditions and various 

disturbances. Analysis of damping and 

synchronizing torques, and small signal analysis 

were used to provide other quantitative assessments 

of the SCG performance with the designed SVC-

based stabilizer and GC. Results of these analyses 

verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach 

with the SCG system studied.  
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11. APPENDIX A 

The parameters of the SCG system used in this study 

(inductance and resistance values in p.u; time 

constants in seconds) are [8, 9]: 

Superconducting generator parameters: 

Lf=0.541, Ld=Lq=0.5435, LD1=LQ1=0.2567, 

LD2=LQ2=0.4225 

Lfd=LfD1=LdD1=LdD2=LD1D2=0.237 

LfD2=0.3898, LqQ1=LqQ2=LQ1Q2=0.237 

f=750, Rd=Rq=0.003 

RD1=RQ1=0.01008, RD2=RQ2=0.00134 

H=3 kW.s/kVA 

Transformer and transmission line parameters: 

XT =0.15, RT =0.003, XL =0.05, RL =0.005 

Turbine and governor parameters: 

GM =GI =0.1, HP =0.1, RH =10,  

IP =LP =0.3, Po = 1.2  p.u. 

FHP = 0.26, FIP = 0.42, FLP = 0.32 

Valve position and movement constraints are defined 

by: 1),(0  IM GG  and 7.6),(7.6  IM pGpG  
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